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Slightly Foxed Issue 57 

Jane Ridley meets the Queen • Derek Parker socializes with Eddie Marsh • Amanda 
Theunissen joins the quest for Kim • Richard Holloway finds redemption in art •  

Penelope Lively hears voices from the past • Anthony Wells continues his search for 
lost time • Laura Freeman discovers the tragedy behind the work of A. A. Milne • 
Michael Leapman sticks up (and sits down) for George Bernard Shaw • Anthony 

Longden moves to a very queer parish • Ariane Bankes snaps up something wholesale

UK £11 per issue or £40 per annual subscription inc. p&p
Overseas £13 per issue or £48 per annual subscription inc. p&p

 
Cover: Luke Martineau, Westminster, Afternoon Light (detail)

Published 1 March • 96 pages • Illustrated throughout • Full digital archive
Gift subscriptions and all 56 back issues available • Worldwide shipping 

Slightly Foxed is a beautifully printed magazine for booklovers who don’t feel at home in the here-today-and-gone- 
tomorrow world of overnight publishing sensations and over-hyped new books. Slightly Foxed offers a calming 
alternative, opening the door to a world of interesting and often forgotten books they’re unlikely to read about 
anywhere else. Informal, companionable and elegantly produced, it draws its contributors from many different 
walks of life – some well-known in the literary world, some not – but what they all have in common is the ability 
to write personally and entertainingly about books they love and return to. A subscription also brings with it a 
membership card offering various benefits such as reduced prices on our limited-edition books, special membership 
fees for a number of literary clubs and organizations and reductions on all things Slightly Foxed. 

For more information, a list of partners and offers, to discuss extracts or to arrange interviews, please contact 
Jennie Harrison Bunning: press@foxedquarterly.com 020 7729 9368; +44 20 7729 9368
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A whole world of good reading


